RHS SUBMISSION 416

1. Front corner brick wall has moved as thewindow does not align with the
brickwork like it should .
2. First layer of bricks are aligned to the foundation however all abve are juttin
out approximately an inch
3. The bottom corner brick has broken and pparts fallen into garden
4. There is a crack in the end wall approximately 1/2 to 2/3rds of the way up.
The crack is travelling through the bricks as well as the mortar.
5. Gutter from front porch to down pipe on garage side has never worked well
and when it rains quickly overflows behind the gutter, over the gutter, against
the brick wall and under the porch along the ceiling which causes the water to
build up near the front door. I realise that during extreme rainfalls there are
always going to be overflows, but this happens anytime we have decent rain and
i fear that the water may enter the wall and damage the interior .
6. Recently noticed that the fascia board/foam is resting on our outdoor blinds
and is not against the brickwork
These dot point complaints were mentioned in a letter to I ur new manager
dated 28th january 2016. He has responded indicating that he is reviewing a
series of building defects within the village and is in discussion with owners.
I do believe that the appointment of a Retirement Housing Ombudsman would
benefit all the senior citizens who have had their lives turned uoside down having
to deal with heartless village owners/managers who dont seem to care about the
health and wellbeing of the people who have out their trust in them . The village
life is marketed with the belief that all your worries about the maintenance of the
individual units and common grounds are a thing of the past , however, this is
rarely the case.
My husband and i have been upset on many occasions re the problems with our
unit, however we still love living within our village and continually hope that
someone will consider supporting us all so that we can enjoy a peacefuk life
without constant concerns about how we are gojng to deal with the continual
disregard shown by village owners.
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